Doors are Made to Fit Just Right
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- We do not “cut” our doors, we make doors to exactly what size
you order them.
- The standard height is 80” & even width measurements
(28”, 30”, 32” etc.) are standard sizes.
- We can make whatever size you require & with a small custom fee
we can make odd sizes as small as an 1/8” to get that perfect fit.
- If you cut your doors, you will void the warranty & compromise
the integrity of the door leading to warpage.
- doors are centrepieces of your home so cutting the
stiles/rails can offset the door handle or even make the door appear
to be upside down.
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- For Pocket Doors we add
3/4” to one side, this keeps the
doors symmetry when it is closed
and part of the door is still left in
the pocket.

3 Panel Types to Compliment Any Look
Panel Types

Door of the Season

- Shaker Panel (#500 Series) -

- A modified version of our
door style #84.

Simple & streamline profile to maintain the
clean lines of your modern themed home.

- Stained beautifully with a
light colour, this accentuates the
beauty of the wood and does
not overpower the subtle
elegance of the frosted glass.

- Flat Panel (#600 Series) Hybrid look between the more traditional
& modern looking panels which is great for
smaller spaces.

- Exterior Doors can also be
made as a Pre Hung unit, they
can be set up as a single door,
double doors, with side lites
and even a transom as well.

- Raised Panel (#700 Series) Traditional panel which has a heavy &
profound profile, great for maintaining your
classical look & adorning large areas.

4-3/8”

#84(M): Rice Paper

*Courtesy Cohn Construction

905.569.1349

For more information on our panel types, feel free to call us 905.669.2954

